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Abstract: Image captioning has attracted extensive attention in the field of image understanding. Image captioning has two natural
parts; image and language expressions that combines computer vision and NLP to generate caption. Image captioning focuses on
making the model to be able to get the description of the image as accurate as the ground-truth captions delivered by humans. Image
captioning can be applied into different scenarios, such as helping the visually impaired people to get a better visual understanding
of their surroundings environment through generated image caption that can be translated to speech. In this paper, we present a novel
image captioning approach in Bahasa Indonesia, using Transformer, to enable visual understanding of indoor environments. We use
our own modified MSCOCO dataset. Here, we used ten different indoor objects from MSCOCO datasets namely, beds, sinks, chairs,
couches, tables, televisions, refrigerators, house plants, ovens, and cellphones. We modified the captions by creating three new captions
in Bahasa Indonesia that includes the objects name, color, position, size, characteristics, and its close surrounding. We use Transformer
architecture, which is then compared with merged encoder-decoder architecture model with different hyperparameter tunings. Both model
architectures used InceptionV3 in extracting image features. The result of our experiment shows that the Transformer model with a batch
size of 64, number of attention heads of 4, and a dropout of 0.2 outperforms other models with a BLEU-1 score of 0.527565, BLEU-2
score of 0.353696, BLEU-3 score of 0.227728, BLEU-4 score of 0.146192, METEOR score of 0.184714, ROUGE-L score of 0.377379,
and CIDEr score of 0.393117. Finally, the inference result shows that the generated captions could give indoor environment understanding.
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1. Introduction
Image captioning has been very popular in the field of

artificial intelligence that helps in generating description of
the image. Image captioning generation combines computer
vision, Natural Language Processing (NLP), and machine
learning. Image captioning is crucial for various reasons and
can be applied into different scenarios like adding subtitles
to video, video question answering, image searching [1],
and assistive application for the blind. For the blind and
impaired people, image captioning could play a huge role
in helping them and get a better sense of what is happening
around.

Due to the rapid development of deep learning, image
captioning has now gotten better and better. The first
approach of image captioning based on deep learning is
the retrieval-based method. The recent advances in image
captioning architectures can be divided into several cate-
gories: encoder-decoder methods, attention-based methods,
semantic-based methods, and transformer-based methods.

Most image captioning methods usually use encoder-

decoder framework that consists of two simple parts [2],
[3]. The first part is the encoder. CNN (Convolutional Neu-
ral Network) is usually utilized as an encoder to encode the
images and turn them into embedding vectors. The second
part is to generate the caption word by word and RNN
(Recurrent Neural Network) is usually used as the decoder.
Encoder-decoder model were used in previous works [4],
[5] by employing LSTM to generate high-quality image
captions and CNN as the encoder to mapped image features
into embedding vector representation. Figure 1 shows
the illustration of common encoder-decoder architecture in
image captioning.

Figure 1. Common encoder-decoder architecture for image caption-
ing.

Attention-based methods are becoming popular after its
first introduction in the paper “Show, Attend and Tell” by
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Xu et al. [6]. The paper explained the two attention types: a
soft attention mechanism and a hard attention mechanism.
Between both attentions, hard attention is slightly better.
Hard attention outperformed other models like Google NIC
[6], MS Captivator [7], and Log Bilinear [8]. Even so, this
model has a drawback in capturing high-level information
since it utilizes image features from the lower CNN layer
to focus on most relevant image regions during generator.

Semantic-based image captioning works by selectively
attend to semantic concept proposals. Study [9] created a
captioning model using concept tokens that produces rich
semantics. The study employed Concept Token Network
(CTN) that is composed of Meshed-Memory transformer
blocks. The model shows by incorporating semantic cap-
tions, model is able to improve the CIDEr and BLEU-4
score and benefits the captioning task. Study [10] works
by fusing the semantic concept proposals into hidden states
and outputs of recurrent neural networks (RNN). Their work
managed to outperform other state-of-the-art models on
different evaluation metrics. Other model such as [11] and
[12] also incorporated semantic approach and their results
exceed other models on MSCOCO benchmark datasets.

RNN has been used as a decoder in image captioning
tasks. However, RNN has a hard time to maintain long-
term dependencies and is slow to train. In 2017, Vaswani
et al. [13] introduces Transformer that offers a solution
and fixes the drawbacks of RNN. Since then, different
breakthrough models based on Transformer are developed
such as BERT [14] and GPT [15]. This shows that
Transformers by employing self-attention gives superior
results compared to other RNN models. Transformer has
then gained popularity and used as the standard architecture
for various language understanding tasks, including image
captioning as a sequence-to-sequence problem and their
results are very promising [16], [17].

There are not many Indonesian captioned datasets to
support Indonesian image captioning [18]. To get the
model that will only generate a good and natural cap-
tion, the dataset that is used must be a proper translated
dataset. The previous Indonesian image captioning papers
use Google translate engine or a professional English-
Indonesian translator to translate English captioned dataset
such as MSCOCO or Flickr [18], [19].

Motivated by the idea of enabling the visual under-
standing for people in need, in this work, we created a
Transformer model to describe indoor space surroundings
using Bahasa Indonesia to achieve visual understanding.
We build a model to generate captions from the images.
We use a Transformer model and fine-tune the model. We
also compare the Transformer models to a merged encoder-
decoder model to get the best result. This model contributes
in identifying indoor objects to achieve visual understanding
in an indoor space. Study [20] says that visually impaired
people spend their most 80%-90% of the time inside a

building. Hence, the image captioning model can be useful
in helping the visually impaired people to get a visual un-
derstanding of their surrounding environment better through
generated image caption that can be translated to speech.

The dataset used to create image captioning in this
paper is the images provided by MSCOCO with its original
captions dropped. We created our own Indonesian captions
that may include object’s name, color, position/location
(viewer’s point of view), characteristics, and its close sur-
rounding. The remaining of the paper is outlined as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of related works in image
captioning. Section 3 elaborates our methods to create
a Transformer image captioning model starting from the
dataset, preprocessing steps, architectures, and evaluation
metrics to evaluate our model. Section 4 presents our
result and discussion. Lastly, conclusion and future works
are presented in Section 5.

2. RelatedWorks
In recent years, studies in image captioning is emerging.

The studies in the area are mostly use deep learning to
extracts features automatically from the training set. Deep
learning is known for its ability to handle a large and diverse
set of images or videos [21]. Moreover, deep learning also
works best in overcoming the complexities of image cap-
tioning. In image captioning, convolutional neural network
(CNN) as the encoder is usually used to extract the features
and followed by recurrent neural network (RNN) decoder to
generate captions. The drawback of using recurrent network
models for generating texts is that the model doesn’t have
the ability to maintain long-term dependencies between the
generated words [22].

There are images captioning models that utilize attention
mechanisms to their CNN encoder and RNN decoder. Hi-
erarchical attention network (HAN) [23] is one of the said
models that paid attention to semantic features in different
level that helps in predicting different word depending on
the semantic feature while the multivariate residual module
(MRM) helps in extracting relevant relation from various
features. There are other methods that also utilized atten-
tion mechanism to their encoder-decoder methods, such as
Attention on Attention (AoA) [24], Auto-Encoder Scene
Graph (SGAE) [25], Adaptive attention via visual sentinel
[26], gradient policy optimization of SPIDEr [27], and
Recurrent Fusion Network (RFNet) [28]. Another research
using attention mechanism is HIerarchy Parsing (HIP) [29]
that integrated hierarchical structures into an image encoder.
HIP helps in filtering features that result in a rich and multi-
level image representation.

A new architecture, Transformer, was introduced as one
of many breakthroughs in language understanding tasks
and easily gained popularity as it fixed the drawback of
recurrent models [13]. Transformer is an encoder-decoder
model that uses attention (a concept to help in improving
the performance of machine translation) to boost the speed.
This model has then been adopted by researchers in image
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captioning to get the best description of images. Image
captioning uses an encoder-decoder framework, which is
also widely used in attention mechanism and transformer
models.

Different research on Transformer improved the image
encoding and the generated texts using meshed transformer
with memory (M2M) to get the low- and high-level feature
that helps in predicting the captions [30]. Another work
by [17] created a boosted transformer that utilized semantic
concepts (CGA) and visual features (VGA) to improve the
model ability in predicting image’s description. Personality-
captions [31] uses TransResNet and dataset that supported
in differentiating personalities to generate image descrip-
tions that are closer to human. In [32], a combination
of Inception-ResNetv2 in extract image features and a
Transformer model for sequence modeling achieves good
result on a conceptual captions dataset (a developed dataset
that represents a wider variety of images and caption styles).

In this work, we aim to generate textual description of an
image to achieve visual understanding in an indoor space.
Our main contribution lies in presenting the evaluation
of Transformer architecture on Indonesian language image
captions which are different from the common datasets
such as MSCOCO [33] or Flickr30k [34] datasets. We
dropped the original captions from MSCOCO and replaced
them with our own captions that may include object’s
name, color, position/location (viewer’s point of view),
characteristics, and its close surrounding. We propose a
deep learning architecture using Transformer model. We
fine-tuned our model and compared them to another deep
learning model; a merged encoder-decoder model, to get
the best model in generating captions.

3. Method
In this section we explain in detail, the datasets, meth-

ods, and the steps needed to create image captioning model.
We firstly collect the data from the large dataset MSCOCO
and add our own captions for each of the images that we
used. The next step is preprocessing. We preprocessed the
texts and the images before feeding them to the model. The
third step is feeding the training set to the transformer and
merged encoder-decoder architecture. Here we elaborate
both architectures in detail. The last step is evaluation,
where we explained the evaluation metrics that we used
in this work, to evaluate our image captioning model.

A. Data Collection
We are developing image captioning model which can

deliver a mechanism of visual understanding inside an
indoor space. The captions that we used are different
from the common and popular synthetic datasets such as
MSCOCO [29] or Flickr30k [30]. In this study, the data
captions need to be modified from the original MSCOCO
to fit our goal to enable visual understanding of indoor
environments. For the image dataset, we use the images
provided by MSCOCO, a large-scale dataset with high-
quality visual datasets for computer vision that are consisted

of object detection, segmentation, and captioning published
by Microsoft. The dataset itself was developed with the
goal of advancing image recognition. MSCOCO has 1.5
million object instances; 80 object categories that include
things like person, chair, etc.; and 91 stuff categories that
include things that have no boundaries. The datasets we
took from MSCOCO are ten indoor objects, namely, beds,
sinks, chairs, couches, tables, ovens, cellphones, televisions,
refrigerators, and house plants. Each object is consisted
around 70 to 80 images considering the limited images in
MSCOCO that are taken in an indoor space. Figure 2 shows
the examples of the images.

Figure 2. Examples of our selected images in the dataset.

Instead of using MSCOCO’s available captions, we
created our own captions in Bahasa Indonesia that include
object’s name, color, position/location (viewer’s point of
view), characteristics, and its close surrounding. Each of
the images are given 3 different captions that mimics the
way people describe the images differently. Table I shows
the caption and translated caption of each example images
with respect to images in Figure 2. Hence, we have a total
of 771 images and 2313 captions.

Inspired by MSCOCO [33], we make a few rules in
writing the images captions. (1) Since our goal is to describe
indoor space surroundings to achieve visual understanding,
we added the location information of each object whether
the objects are located on the left side/right side/in front of
the room and information of their surrounding objects. (2)
We only describe the main part of the scene by describing
the main objects within view. (3) In describing the objects
within view, we also mention the color of the objects and
their characteristics since it could be beneficial to help
distinguish each object [35].

Our dataset is randomly split into two datasets, train and
test dataset. The dataset is divided into 80% for the train
dataset and 20% for the test dataset to obtain the best result
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[36]. The train dataset has 617 images and 1851 captions,
and the test dataset has 154 images and 462 captions in
total.

B. Preprocessing
We preprocessed the images and the captions before

feeding them to both architectures; Transformer and merged
encoder-decoder. Here, we have two different preprocessing
for each architecture. Each of the preprocessing are elabo-
rated as follows.

1) Preprocessing for Transformer architecture
We preprocess the image by resizing them into 299x299

size before feeding them to InceptionV3, one of the state-
of-the-art pre-trained model [37] that we use as the feature
extractor. Since InceptionV3 is only used as a feature
extractor and not to classify the images, we remove the
last softmax layer.

For the natural language preprocessing, the captions are
cleaned from punctuation, single character, and numeric
values to obtain clean captions. ⟨start⟩ and ⟨end⟩ tags is
added to the clean caption to make the model understand
the beginning and end of the caption. Next, the texts will be
tokenized to build a vocabulary. Word in captions that does
not exist in the vocabulary will be flagged with an ⟨unk⟩
tag. ⟨pad⟩ tag is also added to fit a caption that is less than
the maximum length of words. In our research, we use the
length of 25 words.

2) Preprocessing for merged encoder-decoder architecture
As for the preprocessing in the merged encoder-decoder

model, the step is quite simple. Similar to the preprocessing
in the Transformer model, we resize the images into a
smaller size of 299x299 before feeding them into Incep-
tionV3 without the last layer, to extract image features.
For text preprocessing, the step is also similar to the
Transformer in cleaning the punctuation, single character,
and numeric values. After getting the cleaned text, the last
step is adding ⟨startseq⟩ and ⟨endseq⟩ in each caption.

C. Transformer Architecture
The Transformer architecture was firstly proposed in the

paper “Attention is All You Need” by Vaswani et al. [13].
As the title indicates in the paper, Transformer utilizes
attention-mechanism to boost the speed. Attention was once
introduced to mimic the human mind, which is to selectively
focus on a relevant matter and ignoring the other. Attention
works by selectively looking for important sequences at
each step in the input sequence.

Transformer is one of Seq2Seq architectures with the
help of two parts; encoder and decoder, but it differs from
the usual Seq2Seq architecture since Transformer doesn’t
require any Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Instead,
Transformer is a transduction model that entirely relies on
self-attention to compute the representations of its input
and output. The encoder and decoder in Transformer are
made of a stacked encoder and decoder. In the paper, the

TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF IMAGE CAPTIONS AND THE EN-
GLISH TRANSLATED CAPTION

Im-
age

Caption (Indonesian) Translated Caption

Im-
age1

‘di atas meja tersedia
aneka kue berry,
biskuit dan buah
anggur’, ‘meja bundar
bertaplak merah
memiliki banyak
makanan di atasnya’,
‘peralatan makanan
piring, gelas dan
pisau berada di atas
meja bertaplak merah’

‘there are various berry
cakes, biscuits, and
grapes on top of the
table’,‘a lot of foods are
placed on top of a round
table with a red
tablecloth’, ‘cutleries
such as plates, glasses,
and knifes, are placed on
top of a red tableclothed
round table’

Im-
age2

‘di depan terdapat
perapian dengan foto
menggantung di
atasnya’, ‘di samping
kanan perapian
terdapat bufet tinggi
yang berada di pojok
ruangan’, ‘terdapat
kursi kecil di sisi-sisi
bufet’

‘at the front there is a
fireplace with a picture
frame hanging above’,
‘on the right side of the
fireplace is a tall
showcase cabinet placed
in the corner of the
room’, ‘there are small
chairs on each side of
the tall showcase
cabinet’

Im-
age3

‘terdapat kucing yang
berdiri di atas kloset
duduk yang tertutup
cover’, ‘wastafel
berbentuk oval berada
di bagian kanan’,
‘kloset duduk berada
di bagian kiri dengan
cover tertutup’

‘a cat stand on top of a
toilet seat ’, ‘an
oval-shaped sink is on
the right side’, ‘a toilet
seat is on the left side’

Im-
age4

‘di depan bagian
kanan terdapat kursi
bundar yang tinggi’,
‘terdapat meja konter
yang ada di setiap sisi
ruangan’, ‘di
langit-langit ruangan
terdapat dua buah
lampu gantung yang
letaknya berjauhan’

‘at the right front there
is a tall round chair’,
‘there are a counter
tables on each side of
the room’, ‘on the
ceiling of the room there
are two chandeliers
hanging that are located
far apart’

Transformer model consists of 6 encoders and 6 decoders
stacked on top of each other. Encoder block consists of
one layer of a multi-head attention (MHA) and a layer
of feed forward. The decoder block has a similar layer to
the encoder, but decoder has one more extra masked MHA
placed between the layers. According to the paper, MHA
allows the model to look at other positions in the input that
lead to a better encoding for the word. Since no recurrent
network is used to remember the sequences, Transformer
has a positional encoding to give every word or part their
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relative or absolute information position.

In this work, we applied Transformer architecture by
following the original paper, without significant architec-
tural model modification. We fine-tune our model by setting
the hyper-parameter to get the highest result in image
captioning. Figure 3 shows the Transformer architecture
that we use to train our image captioning model. The
experiment and the fine-tuned model results are elaborated
in Section 4.

In experimenting the Transformer architecture, we
changed the batch size, the attention heads, and the dropout.
The modified hyper-parameter for all the models can be
seen in Table II. As for the batch size, Transformer uses
the typical size of |Bk| ∈ {32,64,· · · ,512} [38]. Model #1,
#2 and #3, use a batch size of 64, 128, and 32, respectively.
Dropout is also applied to the Transformer layer to reduce
over-fitting. A dropout value is ranging from 1.0 to 0.0,
where 1.0 means no dropout, and low values of dropout
mean more dropout [39]. The original paper uses a dropout
of p= 0.1, and also experimented using p=0.2 and p=0.3
for big Transformer model [13]. To note that Model #1
follows the hyper-parameter setting in the original paper.
All Transformer models run in 40 epochs and use sparse
categorical as the loss function. The model used Adam
optimizer with β1=0.9 and β2=0.98. The learning rate is
varied over the course of training, the formula used is
Equation 1 [13]. Based on Equation 1, the learning rate is
varied by increasing and decreasing the number of learning
rate. dmodel on Equation 1 denotes the number used as
input in the encoder/decoder. S tepnum denotes the total
number of training steps, and warmupsteps is the number
set at the beginning of the training to reduce the impact
of deviating the model. The warmup steps used is taken
from the original paper, which is 4000. We also vary the
value of attention heads by following the attention heads
values suggested in the original paper [13]. The Transformer
baseline in the paper uses the attention head value of 8
(Model #1) (see Table II). Here, we experimented the value
of attention head of 4 in Model #2 and 16 in Model #3.

TABLE II. IMAGE CAPTIONING HYPER-PARAMETER SET-
TING

Model Architecture Batch
Size

Drop
out

Attention
Heads

#1 Transformer
(Original paper)

64 0.1 8

#2 Transformer 128 0.2 4
#3 Transformer 32 0.2 16
#4 Merged Encoder

& Decoder
3 0.5 -

lrate = d−0.5
model ·min((stepnum)−0.5, stepnum · (warmupsteps)−1.5)

(1)

Figure 3. Transformer Architecture Illustration.

D. Merged Encoder-Decoder
As mentioned before, we would like to compare the

performance of the Transformer-based architecture with
other architecture to show the role of Transformer in
creating image captioning model. The chosen architecture
to compare is the merged encoder-decoder architecture. The
idea behind merged encoder-decoder [40] is to merge image
vectors with the prefix outside RNN architecture before
feeding them to the feed forward layer. This means that the
merged encoder-decoder is used to keep the image out of
RNN architecture. This architecture has two parts to handle
images and the language separately. Figure 4. shows the
conceptual views of a merged encoder-decoder.

Figure 4. Illustration on merged encoder-decoder.
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We use LSTM architecture in training the language and
InceptionV3 to extract the image feature. Figure 5 shows the
merged encoder-decoder architecture. As seen in Figure 5,
the merged encoder-decoder model takes linguistic input
in input 4, while the extracted image features are taken
in input 3. The model uses keras embedding layer. Both
texts and images applied dropout of 0.5 [39] to reduce
overfitting. The word vectors are then passed to an LSTM,
while the images are passed to a dense layer. Both are then
concatenated in the Add layer before passing them to the
next fully connected layer.

For the merged encoder-decoder, we experimented using
a mini batch of 3. The commonly used value for mini batch
is between m=2 and m=32 [41]. The dropout we applied to
the merged encoder-decoder architecture is also p= 0.5 [39].
The hyper-parameter chosen for each model can be seen in
Table II.

Figure 5. Merged encoder-decoder architecture.

E. Evaluation Metrics
We use four different evaluation metrics to evaluate our

image captioning model. The evaluation metrics that we
used are BLEU-n, ROUGE-L, METEOR, and CIDEr. Those
metrics are commonly used metrics in evaluating image cap-
tioning. In evaluating the generated captions, candidate and
references are used. Candidate refers to model generated
caption and references refer to human annotated captions.
Evaluation metrics work by comparing the candidate in
terms of caption closeness to human generated sentences
or semantic correctness [3]. The higher the score, the more
related the prediction caption is to the original captions.

1) BLEU
BLEU [42] (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) is a met-

ric that defines the similarity between the predicted text
and the references. BLEU considers n-grams (usually 1-4)
instead of words and then matches the occurrence of the n-
grams in the predicted caption to the references. The highest

number of n-gram is 4 because it is found to be having the
highest correlation with human generated captions [43]. In
evaluating each text, BLEU doesn’t pay any attention to
syntactical correctness. If the generated caption is totally
like the references, the score is given 1.0, if the generated
caption is not at all similar, the score given is 0.0. The
BLEU score can be calculated with Equation 2 [42].

BLEU = min(1,
output − length

re f erence − length
)(

4∏
i=1

precisioni)
1
4 (2)

2) METEOR
METEOR [44] (Metric for Evaluation for Translation

with Explicit Ordering) is a metric oriented in single-
precision and word recall to address BLEU’s flaws. This
made METEOR better in semantic correlation and is more
relevant to human judgements. METEOR metric calculates
the accuracy, recall, and F-mean of each word, stem, and
synonym matching. This calculating requires METEOR to
use pre-defines set of alignments, specifically, WordNet the-
saurus, to take word, stem, and synonyms in consideration.

3) ROUGE-L
ROUGE [45] (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting

Evaluation - Longest Common Subsequence) is a metric
that matches the basic units such as n-grams, word se-
quence, and word pairs between the predicted caption and
the references for evaluation. ROUGE-L is one of ROUGE’s
series evaluation methods, the other ROUGE methods are
namely, ROUGE-n (n = 1,2,3,4, n represents the number
of n-gram), ROUGE-W, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W, and skip-
bigram cooccurrence statistics (ROUGE-S). In this work,
we use ROUGE-L that is based on the longest common
subsequence (LCS) at sentence level that doesn’t require a
continuous matching of words.

4) CIDER
CIDEr [46] (Consensus-based Image Description Eval-

uation) considers each sentence are consisted of n-grams.
These n-grams are then encoded, and the weight of each
n-grams are calculated using term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequencies (T-IDF) between predicted caption and
references to calculate cosine similarity score. Instead of
treating each word in the sentence equally like BLEU, TF
and IDF that work in restricting each other, help CIDEr
to only focuses on important and significant words. To
evaluate the generated caption, CIDEr changes all words
in the predicted and reference sentences into their root or
stem forms.

4. Result and Discussion
We trained the model based on the setup presented

in Table II. The evaluation metric results can be seen in
Table III. The evaluation obtained is the overall score for
all test sets. From Table III, it can be concluded that Model
#2 outperformed other models in all evaluation metrics.
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TABLE III. IMAGE CAPTIONING EVALUATION SCORE USING BLEU-N, METEOR, ROUGE-L, AND CIDER ON TEST SET

Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 Bleu-4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr

#1 0.513376 0.323297 0.200862 0.128656 0.184614 0.358689 0.376793
#2 0.527565 0.353696 0.227728 0.146192 0.184714 0.377379 0.393117
#3 0.477856 0.282301 0.164416 0.095669 0.163133 0.331824 0.272908
#4 0.485392 0.253145 0.131586 0.065881 0.150266 0.343478 0.353591

TABLE IV. IMAGE CAPTIONING EVALUATION COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS INDONESIAN IMAGE CAPTIONING STUDIES

No Dataset Architecture Total
Images

Captions
per image

BLEU-
1

BLEU-
2

BLEU-
3

BLEU-
4

1 Flickr FEEH-ID [19] CNN-LSTM 8099 5 50.0 31.4 23.9 13.1
2 Flickr30k-IND

version [43]
CNN-GRU 31783 5 36.7 17.8 6.7 2.0

3 MSCOCO and
Flick30k [18]

ResNet101-LSTM with
adaptive attention

180k 5 67.8 51.2 37.5 27.4

4 Our modified indoor
object dataset

Transformer 771 3 52.8 35.4 22.8 14.6

Not only because Model #2 has the highest score on
different evaluation metrics, though some of the images are
not described correctly, Model #2 is still able to generate
appropriate sentence that corresponds to the given image.
Other models such as Model #1 and Model #3 failed to
detect objects that are in the given image, while Model #4
generated jumbled of repeated words and failed to describe
the image given to the model. Model #2 reaches the BLEU-
1 of 0.527565, BLEU-2 score of 0.353696, BLEU-3 score
of 0.227728, BLEU-4 score of 0.146192, METEOR score of
0.184714, ROUGE-L score of 0.377379, and CIDEr score
of 0.393117. The highest metric scores obtained by Model
#2 is resulted from the Transformer architecture with a
batch size of 128, attention head number of 4, and a dropout
value of 0.2.

To further analyze the performance of our novel indoor
visual understanding image captioning model, we compare
our model to other image captioning model in Indonesian
language (as seen in Table IV). The metrics that we compare
is BLEU, since BLEU-n is often used metrics in image
captioning. The score is in percentage form. From the table,
we can see that our model is comparable to other models
and gives quite well performance with such a small dataset.

Table V shows few images and the generated captions by
Model #2. As seen in the table, we can see that our model
can generate decent image captions. From the generated
caption it can be seen that the models are mostly able
to generate captions that are sufficient and within context
from the given images. The model is able to include ob-
ject’s name (rak buku/shelves, laptop), color (coklat/brown,
merah/red, hitam/black), location (di depan/at the front,
di kanan/on the right, di kiri/on the left), characteristics
(kaca/glass), and its close surrounding. However, as seen in
Table V, the model is still facing a bit struggle in getting

the exact description on some objects. For instance, ”the big
brown couch” in Image No. 1 should be single or small size.
In image No. 3 model also failed to detect a man sitting on
a red chair. This happens since our dataset is still limited for
only ten different indoor objects and didn’t include human.
This causes the model unable to detect the human gender
(man/woman).

5. Conclusion
This work is created with a goal of achieving visual

understanding in indoor space. We compare two different
methods namely Transformer and merged encoder-decoder
by setting the hyper-parameter to get the best model. We
applied both models on our modified dataset consisting of
ten different objects collected from MSCOCO and newly
created three Indonesian captions that may include object’s
name, color, position/location (viewer’s point of view),
characteristics, and its close surrounding for each of the
images. From the results we obtained, we can conclude
that Transformer with a batch size of 128, attention head
of 4, and a dropout of 0.2 performs better in predicting
the image caption with it reaching the highest score in all
evaluation metrics; BLEU-1 score of 0.527565, BLEU-2
score of 0.353696, BLEU-3 score of 0.227728, BLEU-4
score of 0.146192, METEOR of 0.184714, ROUGE-L of
0.377379, and CIDEr of 0.393117.

This study aims to identify and provide caption on
images taken indoors. For future research, more objects and
images can be used, not only limited to indoor but also
outdoor objects. This will benefit the captioning model to
recognize more objects and help in visual understanding.
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TABLE V. CAPTION GENERATION RESULT

No Image Generated Captions
1 di depan ada sebuah

sofa besar berwarna
coklat terletak di
samping kanan
ruangan. (translation: at
the front there is a big
brown couch placed on
the right side.)

2 di depan terdapat
rak buku berukuran
sedang dengan banyak
rak buku di atasnya.
(translation: at the front
there is a medium book
shelf with a lot of book
shelves on top.)

3 di depan ada seorang
wanita sedang duduk di
kursi berwarna merah.
(translation: at the front
there is a woman sitting
on a red chair.)
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